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Disney+ is the dedicated streaming home for TV series and movies from

Disney, Pixar, Marvel, Star Wars, National Geographic and new entertainment
brand Star, including exclusive Disney+ and Star Originals.

This newsletter provides regular updates on upcoming Disney+ and Star Originals,

brand-new episodes, and the latest blockbuster movies joining the service in the UK.
Please note, movie & series availability can vary by country and is subject to change.
The below is correct at time of issuing.

For general media inquiries, please contact Disney+ UK Press Office

Did you know?
New brand Star will be the home to thousands of hours

of television and movies from Disney’s creative studios,

Disney Television Studios (20th Television and ABC Signature),
FX Productions and 20th Century Studios.
Happy Birthday Jack! 24’s protagonist, Jack Bauer celebrates
his birthday this month on 18 February - and what better way
to celebrate than with 24 launching on Star from 23 February?
Disney+ is the home of Ice Age: From 26 February, Disney+
will be home to ALL the Ice Age movies. Chill out with Sid,
Diego, Manny, and all your other favourite characters, with
the Ice Age Collection on Disney+.

Are you ready for more? More laughs.
More thrills. More surprises.
STAR IS COMING
On 23 February, Star will become the sixth brand to launch on Disney+, joining

entertainment favourites Marvel, Pixar, Star Wars, National Geographic and Disney.
Star will become the home for general entertainment and promises more:
more TV series, more movies, more originals.

Join Jack Bauer as he races against the clock to thwart terrorist plots, dive

into the secrets, crimes, and mysteries of Wisteria Lane, or meet Oceanic Air
Flight 815’s 48 stranded survivors in Lost. Or, enter the diverse worlds of Big
Sky and Love, Victor - the first two Star Originals dropping at launch.

Here’s a look at some of the Star titles, among the hundreds yet
to be announced, that will be available from 23 February on Disney+…

Big Sky
Star Original

Love, Victor
Star Original

From visionary storyteller David E. Kelley
(Big Little Lies) comes Big Sky, an intense
thriller that follows private detectives Cassie
Dewell and Cody Hoyt as they join forces with

From the creators of Love, Simon and inspired
by the hit film, the series follows Victor, a new
student at Creekwood High School on his own
journey of self-discovery, facing challenges at
home, adjusting to a new city, and struggling
with his sexual orientation. When it all seems
too much, he reaches out to Simon to help him
navigate the ups and downs of high school.

his estranged wife and ex-cop, Jenny Hoyt, to
search for two sisters who have been kidnapped
by a truck driver on a remote highway in
Montana. But when they discover that these
are not the only girls who have disappeared
in the area, they must race against the clock
to find the women before it’s too late.

Prison Break

The X-Files

Michael Scofield (Wentworth Miller)
is a desperate man in a desperate situation.
His brother, Lincoln Burrows (Dominic Purcell),
is on death row and scheduled to die in a
few months for an assassination Michael
is convinced Lincoln did not commit. With
no other options and time winding down,
Michael holds up a bank to get himself
incarcerated alongside his brother in Fox River
State Penitentiary. Prison Break combines
the hope of The Shawshank Redemption,

Unconventional FBI agent, Fox Mulder (David
Duchovny), takes it upon himself to investigate
a group of unsolved cases, known as the
“X-Files,” that he believes involve paranormal
phenomena. To keep tabs on his work--and
in the hopes of debunking his theories--the

the camaraderie of The Longest Yard and
the tense procedure and spectacle of The
Great Escape. This intriguing series reveals
additional pieces of the puzzle each episode
as Michael carries out his daring plan to
mastermind the ultimate prison break –
and solve the far-reaching national-scale
conspiracy that landed his brother

FBI teams him up with Dana Scully (Gillian
Anderson), a young, skeptical agent who
has a degree in medicine and a strong bias
toward the scientific. As the pair works to
solve these unexplained cases, Mulder’s
strong belief in the forces of the unknown
continues to challenge Scully’s rational mind.
Their relationship grows more complex with
each case, slowly emerging as a heady mix of
professional competitiveness, witty repartee,
and a mutual attraction that is heightened
by the intensity of their tasks and the close
proximity in which they work.

Lost

24

Mysteries abound as the 48 survivors

of Oceanic Air Flight 815 find themselves
stranded on an unidentified island
with little hope of rescue.

Kiefer Sutherland stars in this precedent-setting
television series where the entire season takes
place in one day, with each of the 24 episodes
covering one hour, told in real time.

Desperate Housewives

How I Met Your Mother

Looking down on her friends and family is a way
of death for Mary Alice after she took her own
life in her perfect house. Now, from beyond the
grave, she takes us into the lives of her friends
and neighbours: Susan is a divorcee and single
mom who will go to any length for love; Lynette is
an ex-career woman who traded the boardroom
for boredom and mania as the mother of four
unmanageable kids; Bree Van De Kamp is like
Martha Stewart on steroids, with a family on the

How I Met Your Mother is a comedy about
Ted (Josh Radnor) and how he fell in love.
It all started when Ted’s best friend, Marshall
(Jason Segel), dropped the bombshell that
he was going to propose to his long-time
girlfriend, and now wife, Lily (Alyson Hannigan),
a kindergarten teacher. At that moment, Ted
realized that he had better get a move on if he
too hopes to find true love. Helping him in his
quest is Barney (Neil Patrick Harris), a friend
with endless, sometimes outrageous opinions,

there in the first place.

verge of mutiny; Gabrielle Solis is an ex-model
with a rich husband and a big house, so what
is she doing with the 17-year-old gardener?
And serial divorcee Edie Britt’s conquests have
everyone buzzing. Mary Alice is planning to
share the secrets that hide behind every door
in this seemingly perfect American suburb.

a penchant for suits and a foolproof way to meet
women. When Ted met Robin (Cobie Smulders),
it was love at first sight, but when things didn’t
work out, Ted realized destiny must have
something else in store. The series is narrated
through flashbacks from the future.

Atlanta

Black-ish

Atlanta revolves around Earnest “Earn” Marks
(Donald Glover), a loner who returns to his
hometown of Atlanta, Georgia (The Peach
State) after dropping out of Princeton. Upon
his arrival, he discovers his cousin Alfred has
become Atlanta’s hottest new rap act. The

Like any parents, Andre “Dre” (Anthony
Anderson) and Rainbow (Tracee Ellis Ross)
Johnson want to give their children the best. But
their offspring’s childhood is turning out to be
much different than theirs. They now realize at
least two things: there is a price to pay for giving
their children more than what they ever had, and
these loving parents are totally unprepared for
the fallout. “Pops” (Laurence Fishburne), Dre’s

show follows the cousins on their way up
through the Atlanta rap scene, where their
opposing views on art, commerce, success,
and race will make their quest anything but
easy. Earn is extremely smart, observant,
and lost. As a disillusioned millennial, he
struggles to find his calling or “brand” and
feels that the game of life is fixed so that he
can never win. He recognises that Alfred’s
overnight YouTube popularity has the potential
to become a life changing opportunity for them
both - if he can reign in his cousin’s “act first,
think later” attitude and get used to his drugaddled, possibly psychic (but definitely odd)
sidekick Darius. As Alfred’s manager,

dad, takes every opportunity to offer his old
school opinion on family issues.

Earn may finally find something to which
it’s worth committing his energies.

Parental Controls

To make sure Disney+ is suitable for audiences of all ages,
parental controls will separate me-time from family time on the entire platform.
The app will include easy-to-use parental controls enabling the family-friendly
experience parents expect. Available from 23rd February.
Customers will be able to set access limits on mature content, and create

PIN-protected profiles to keep the kids safe, and give parents peace of mind.

Disney+ continues to expand
entertainment across all brands
Coming next month is Disney’s Flora & Ulysses - a delightful comedy-adventure
based on the Newberry Award-winning book about 10-year old Flora, an avid
comic book fan and a self-avowed cynic, whose parents have recently separated.
After rescuing a squirrel she names Ulysses, Flora is amazed to discover he
possesses unique superhero powers which take them on an adventure of humorous
complications that ultimately change Flora’s life - and her outlook - forever...

Flora and Ulysses

Start streaming 19 February

[+] STILLS

[+] PROJECT FACT SHEET

Ready to dive back into Pixar?
A documentary series of personal and cinematic stories that provide an inside
look into the people, artistry, and culture of Pixar Animation Studios.

Inside Pixar Batch 2

Start streaming 12 February

[+] STILLS

[+] EPISODE SYNOPSES

Get your weekly fix of WandaVision
Already loving the first Marvel Studios series created exclusively for Disney+?
With new episodes dropping every Friday, tune in to watch Elizabeth Olsen as
Wanda Maximoff and Paul Bettany as Vision - two super-powered beings trying
to live idealised suburban lives in a world where all is not as it seems...

WandaVision

Streaming Now

[+] STILLS

[+] WHAT TO EXPECT

More Marvel
Marvel Battleworld: Mystery
Of The Thanostones

Marvel’s
Behind The Mask

Thanos has used the Infinity Gauntlet to

Marvel’s Behind the Mask is a documentary
special that explores the power of identity
behind the iconic superheroes we know and

create a new world, Battleworld. Our heroes
Iron Man and Captain Marvel must team up
with some unexpected allies and explore
strange lands to solve the mystery of the
Thanostones and stop Thanos!

love today. From the very inception of comic
books, secret identities have been an integral
part of both superheroes and villains leading
“normal” lives. But it’s the characters beneath
that resonate within us across generations of
fans. Since the advent of the Marvel Age of
Comics in the early 1960s, Marvel’s writers

and artists have used the notion of identities
to examine the evolving concept of equal rights.
These legendary Marvel creations and stories
have not only reflected the world outside our
window – they have become a reflection of
our own identities and who we truly are.

Start streaming 12 February

Start streaming 12 February

Discover more new content
Whether you’re planning on exploring the globe with National Geographic, spending
some time with your favourite Ice Age animal pals, or being wowed by some don’ttry-this-at-home experiments, Disney+ has got you covered with all-new episodes,
documentaries and shorts landing on the platform this February.

Ice Age: Collision Course

The Muppets Show Yr1-5

Scrat’s epic pursuit of the elusive acorn

accidentally sets off a series of cosmic events
that transform and threaten the Ice Age world.
To save themselves, Sid, Manny, Diego and
the rest of the herd must leave their home and
embark on a quest full of comedy and adventure,
as they travel to exotic new lands and encounter
a host of colourful new characters.

It’s time to raise the curtain on The Muppet
Show! Join Kermit, Miss Piggy, Fozzie Bear,
Gonzo, the Swedish Chef and more in this
groundbreaking twist on the classic variety
show, blending original songs, sketch comedy
and guest stars into a prime-time hit for all ages!
Come discover for yourself the most sensational,
inspirational, celebrational, Muppetational
pleasures of The Muppet Show!

Start streaming 26 February

Start streaming 19 February

Mickey Go Local

Europe From Above Yr 1

Mickey and his friends explore Singapore and
Malaysia’s finest -- from food to traditional wear
to iconic modern architecture. Sometimes they
are the tourists wandering around and other
times, they are locals showing you the way of life
but they always manage to find themselves in

Take flight with Europe From Above as
National Geographic sets off on an impressive

Start streaming 26 February

Start streaming 5 February

Flicka 2

Science of Stupid Yr 2-7

When her grandmother is diagnosed

On Science of Stupid, some self-selecting,

catapults him into the universe, where he

funny and amusing situations.

with dementia, skateboarder Carrie (Tammin
Sursok) is forced to leave the pavement of the
big city behind to go live with her estranged
father Hank (Patrick Warburton) on his horse
ranch in Wyoming. With her skateboard tightly

in hand, and no ramps or cement in sight, Carrie
feels completely alone and is determined to make
it back to the city. While putting in her time at the
ranch, Carrie makes an unlikely friendship

aerial tour across the continent, granting
spectacular views, unique insights and a

brand-new perspective on some of Europe’s
finest cultural and geographic landmarks.

amateur scientists go head-to-head for the
crowned title of most ill-informed as they test
scientific principles like torque, gravity, and
Newton’s laws. As our amateur scientists
have learned the hard way: try and break
the laws of science, and the laws will
break you. It’s Science of Stupid.

with a wild horse named Flicka, a jet-black
mustang who’s just as free-spirited and

strong-willed as she is. The two form a special
bond, and Carrie soon opens her heart to

not only her father, but also a handsome, local
boy. When Flicka is taken away and her life is
put in jeopardy, Carrie will stop at nothing to
bring Flicka home safely where she belongs.

Start streaming 26 February

Start streaming 12 February

PJ Masks Yr 4 New
Episodes

Bluey
Season 2

The PJ Masks continue the battle for sky

Bluey is back with her sister, Bingo, turning
everyday life into endless fun! When Bluey

and space with help from their new friend,
Newton Star. The PJ Masks show this reluctant,
and solitary hero what team-work is all about
when Octobella, a bubbly and excitable new
villain that lives underwater in the city’s canals,
gives the gang a run for their money. But
Octobella doesn’t know that being a hero

is invited to a birthday party, Bingo uses her
featherwand to make getting out of the house

means helping your friends - and nothing can
destroy the friendship of the PJ Masks!

difficult. And on Dad’s day to drop the girls off
at school, you can bet the Blue Heeler pups
won’t make it easy for him. With her boundless
imagination and her sister at her side, Bluey
continues to call the shots when it comes to
playtime - and pretty much everything else!

Start streaming 12 February

Start streaming 12 February

Valentine’s Day
Feel the love this February with all that Disney+ has to offer. Get swept up in
the classic animated romance of Beauty and the Beast and Lady and the Tramp

(plus their live-action reimaginings!), select a suitor with Princess Mia Thermopolis
in both Princess Diaries movies, and relive those high school romances with
Never Been Kissed, 10 Things I Hate About You and High School Musical.
Explore the Valentine’s Day Collection on Disney+ this February 14th.

Beauty and the Beast

Lady and the Tramp

Belle (voice of Paige O’Hara), a bright and
beautiful young woman is taken prisoner by

An irresistible song-filled adventure about

Lady, a lovingly pampered cocker spaniel,

a hideous beast (voice of Robby Benson) in
his castle. Despite her precarious situation,
Belle befriends the castle’s enchanted staff
– a teapot, a candelabra and a mantel clock,
among others – and ultimately learns to see
beneath the Beast’s exterior to discover the
heart and soul of a prince.

and Tramp, a roguish mutt from across the
tracks. Together with friends Jock, Trusty

Streaming now

Streaming now

Beauty and the Beast (2017)

Lady and the Tramp (2020)

The story and characters audiences know
and love come to spectacular life in Disney’s
Beauty and the Beast, a live-action adaptation
of the studio’s animated classic featuring an
extraordinary ensemble case including: Emma
Watson, Dan Stevens, Luke Evans, Kevin Kline,
Josh Gad, Ewan McGregor, Stanley Tucci,

A timeless re-telling of the 1955 animated
classic, a pampered house dog and
a tough but lovable stray embark on

and Peg, they share thrilling adventures

on a lovely bella notte as Lady learns what
it means to be footloose and leash-free.

an unexpected adventure and, despite

their differences, grow closer and come
to understand the value of home.

Audra Mcdonald, Gugu Mbatha-Raw, Hattie
Morahan and Nathan Mack with
Ian McKellen and Emma Thompson.

Streaming now

Streaming now

Splash

Never Been Kissed

Allen Bauer (Tom Hanks) is a workaholic

Josie has never, she laments, really been kissed.

who’s mysteriously rescued from a boating
accident by the woman of his dreams:

a mermaid named Madison (Daryl Hannah).

But when the world discovers Madison’s
secret, it’s sink or swim for the two new lovers!

But things are about to change for Josie - in
ways she could never have imagined - when
her dream to become a reporter becomes a
reality. Her first assignment couldn’t be more
nightmarish: she must go undercover at a local
high school to report on today’s teenagers.
Now, eight years senior to the oldest pupil

in the class, Josie must figure out her story

- and a potential new love - while reliving her
horrific adolescence and negotiating high
school’s social and emotional land mines.

Streaming now

Streaming now

While You Were Sleeping

10 Things I Hate About You

There’s something missing from Lucy’s life.
Although she has an apartment, a cat, and a
few friends from her job at the Chicago Transit
Authority token booth, she doesn’t have a
family of her own and always spends holidays
working. The good news is Lucy has fallen
in love with the drop dead gorgeous man she
sees every day at work. The bad news is,
they’ve never met. That is, until he’s mugged
and falls into the path of an oncoming train and

Meet the Stratford sisters: pretty and popular
Bianca (Larisa Oleynik), who has never had a
date; and Kat (Julia Stiles), her older sibling,
an ill-tempered harridan whose acerbic wit is
matched only by her steadfast determination
to alienate any guy who might be remotely
interested in her. Unfortunately, strict rules in
the Stratford household forbid Bianca from
having a boyfriend until her sister has one of her

she saves his life. But when she goes to see
him at the hospital, Lucy is mistaken as his
fiancée, and with the dream man in a coma,
who’s going to deny it?

own – a situation that seems highly improbable
considering Kat is a social disaster. Bianca’s

desperation for romance turns into a convoluted
scheme to match Kat with her male equivalent

– a guy whose reputation is so infamous, Kat
might rise to the challenge and find him worthy of
her concealed charms. Mating mayhem ensues
when Patrick Verona (Heath Ledger) – a sullen
young man with a mysterious past – is bribed by
Bianca’s wannabe boyfriend (Andrew Keegan)
to woo and win Kat, in order to clear the way
for Bianca to begin dating, in the outrageous
comedy, 10 Things I Hate About You.

Streaming now

Streaming now

The Princess
Diaries

The Princess Diaries 2:
Royal Engagement

Raised by her single mother, shy and timid Mia
Thermopolis learns that her long-absent father
has died…and that he was the crown prince

or leave everything behind to accept her

The fun begins as Mia is ready to assume her
role as princess of Genovia. But no sooner
has she moved into the Royal Palace with her
grandmother Queen Clarisse than she learns her
days as a princess are numbered – Mia’s got to
lose the tiara and immediately take the crown. As
if getting ready to rule wasn’t enough, the stakes
for Mia have never been higher – with Genovian
law stating that princesses must be married
before being crowned, Mia’s in for a parade of
suitors who’d all like to be her king. In the quest

Streaming now

Streaming now

Fairy Tale Weddings

High School Musical

Each hour-long episode will give viewers

Packed with laughter, memorable songs
and spectacular dancing, this movie tells

of the European principality of Genovia! As the
heir to his throne, Mia’s strict and formidable
grandmother, Queen Renaldi insists that Mia
become the ruler of this far-off country. The
two instantly clash. Now, after an amazing
transformation, Mia must choose to remain
with her family and her prince of a boyfriend…
rightful place as the Princess of Genovia!

a behind-the-scenes look at some of the

most spectacular weddings and engagements
at Disney Destinations around the globe.
From a sun-drenched holiday proposal at
Aulani, a Disney Resort & Spa in Hawaii,
to a winter wonderland wedding at Walt
Disney World Resort in Florida, viewers
will be guests from the start of each

couple’s “happily ever after” journey.

Streaming now

for a groom, comedy and complications rule.

the story of two high school students – Troy,
a popular basketball player and Gabriella,

a shy, brainy newcomer – who share a passion
for singing. When these two polar opposites try

out for the school musical, it wreaks havoc on
East High’s rigid social order. In a desperate
effort to maintain the status quo, the school’s
cliques conspire to keep them from performing.
But by defying expectations and pursuing
their dreams, Troy and Gabriella inspire other
students to go public with some surprising
hidden talents of their own.

Streaming now
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